CUSTOMERS
SUPPORT OUR CLIENTS.
AMPLIFY
OUR ABILITIES SPEAK VOLUMES.

CLIENTS
SUPPORT OUR CUSTOMERS.
WE NEED CUSTOMERS LIKE YOU!

Amplify customers tend to be optimists and go-getters, entrepreneurs, and civic-minded. Our customers believe that who you choose to fulfill your essential business services can be a powerful way to change the world. Not only this, but they know that making a difference does not mean lower quality. Amplify customers are located throughout the nation. You could be an Amplify customer if you demand innovative solutions, high-quality service standards, and competitive pricing.

817.293.9486
“My company has used Amplify every year I have been in business. They are reliable, provide a great service, and are easy to work with. Thank you for providing such a great value to my business!”

Karen Telschow Johnson
Telschow Johnson Law, PLLC
Our customers are as diverse as our workforce of adults with disabilities, also known as our clients, but our excellent customer service is universal. Customers bring their packaging, assembly, shredding, and fulfillment jobs to Amplify because we provide dependable, accurate, and affordable options. We adhere to the industry’s highest standards, including the safest security protocols, state-of-the-art facilities, and accountability to the internationally recognized trade group NAID. Plus, we treat small and corporate-size contracts with equal attention and respect. We guarantee that we will find a workable solution to whatever size and space constraints a customer has. Customers like working with Amplify because of our outstanding customer service and transparent business practices.
Our vision is to be a leader in the community empowering individuals with disabilities to be accepted and respected as significant employees, to advocate for the right to work and choose their own employer, and to have a positive impact on the lives of each individual served.
A UNIQUE ABILITY TO DELIVER!

We can shred the competition literally and figuratively. After forty years in the business, the Amplify advantage is legendary. Our company is a well-oiled machine that offers better service at a better price. Thanks to our decades of experience, Amplify has developed one of the highest on-time percentages in the industry. In addition to our strict compliance with security regulations, we also take pride in our customer service. The result is a unique ability to deliver excellent service to our customers that surpasses other competitor offerings. Amplify is committed to continually exceeding customer expectations by leading the industry towards greater inclusion and innovation.
At Amplify, it is our mission to provide opportunities and support to people with disabilities, so they can maximize their quality of life, earning potential, and social skills. Amplify believes every individual deserves the freedom and choice to pursue independence, work, and friendships.
A RELATIONSHIP MENTALITY!

We don’t see projects as one-time transactions. Instead, we look at each contract as an opportunity to build a relationship with our customers. We aim to create lifelong connections with our customers by demonstrating the Amplify advantage consistently each and every time. Amplify is your trusted ally during every stage of your business’s growth, from conception to ideation to execution. From sketches on napkins to proprietary documents and the shipping of your new product, let Amplify be your partner every step of the way. You can simplify your business by relying on the same company for shredding, packaging, and fulfillment.

Amplifyfw.org
**ASSEMBLY:**
We support companies locally and nationwide with their assembly needs. Our team performs assembly tasks to help you deliver the highest quality products to your customers.

- Kitting
- Box Stitching
- Collating
- Reworking
- Gluing

**SHREDDING:**
We provide On-site (mobile) and Off-site (plant-based) solutions for all your sensitive documents. We have a variety of containers, ranging from 18 to 95 gallons, all with key-locked protection. Employees may securely deposit their sensitive materials into the bins, which are then picked up by our route driver. The only people with key entry access are the driver, your specific overseeing employee, and the destruction supervisor. Our GPS monitored trucks are locked during transportation and only open during bin loading and unloading. No matter what size and space constraints you might have, we guarantee that we will find a workable solution for your business.

- Secure document destruction services
- X-ray and other media disposal
- On-Site (mobile)
- Off-site (plant-based)
- Walk-Ins
- Purges

For additional information, please give us a call at 817-710-1125.
PACKAGING:
Our well-equipped workspace is safe and efficient, and we are prepared to deliver a variety of industry-standard packaging options from within our 45,000-square foot warehouse in Dallas-Fort Worth.

- Bagging
- Labeling
- Shrink Wrapping

FULFILLMENT:
Whether the order is big or small, fulfillment is an essential part of your business. It’s also a potent opportunity to delight your customers, deepen their engagement, and improve retention. Take advantage of the Amplify team’s affordable and dependable fulfillment services to boost your business.

- Receive and prepare orders
- Pack and ship items securely

Amplifyfw.org
You can depend on us the way we depend on you. We carry out your assembly, shredding, fulfillment, and packaging needs with great care. If you are looking for a trustworthy and effective business solution, let Amplify's unique model and motivated workforce be the key to your success. Our customers benefit from our skillful and secure solutions to essential business problems like document destruction and order fulfillment.

Packaging
Assembly
Fulfillment
Shredding
Shrink Wrapping
Collating
Reworking
Bagging
Box Stitching
Gluing
Labeling

When the above services are not easily managed by your team, depend on Amplify for accuracy, efficiency, and affordability. Not to mention, you’ll be supporting a great cause.
Founded in the 1980s, Amplify is one of Tarrant County’s first programs designed to provide secure employment opportunities for individuals with developmental disabilities. As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit agency, and with your help, we can create life-changing results for many more clients. If you believe in empowering adults with disabilities to create lives of meaning and independence, please support us. If you understand that hiring adults with disabilities can be both a social responsibility and a powerful business opportunity, join us in making a difference.

**PLEASE SUPPORT OUR CLIENTS:**

**Hire Us:**
Sales@Amplifyfw.org
817.293.9486

**Donate to Us:**
Amplifyfw.org/donate

**Follow Us:**
facebook.com/Amplifyfw
instagram.com/Amplify.fw
twitter.com/Amplyfiyfw
linkedin.com/company/Amplify-fw

**Designate Us:**
smile.amazon.com

The gift you make today is not just a donation, but an investment in an adult with disabilities’ future.
PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY ARE LESS LIKELY TO BE IN THE LABOR FORCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>With A Disability</th>
<th>With No Disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not in the labor force</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OVER 2,200 CLIENTS SERVED

OVER 2,760,000 UNITS PRODUCED PER YEAR

LAST 3 YEARS, OVER 8.5 M POUNDS OF RECYCLED PAPER
What sets a company apart? The people. By hiring adults with disabilities, Amplify creates employment opportunities for people who may not otherwise enter the workforce. Many of our employees receive training in our warehouse and then move on to jobs in the community. It is possible to support adults with disabilities without sacrificing on quality. For 40 years, we have been building a business with a special workforce like no other. We believe business can be a force for good, and we lead by example.
“I applaud all people who take up the cause of the disabled. Over my 35 year career, I have discovered that people who take up this banner are truly insightful and caring.”

Mary Jane Gilbert
Because our clients have a strong desire to lead purposeful lives, they complete every job with outstanding passion and precision. Our business highlights their ability to focus on accurate and detailed tasks while also gaining experience with professional work environments and teamwork. The adults with disabilities on our team are uniquely equipped to deliver essential business services. They get the job done, thanks to their disability, not despite it.
“I invite you to spend one hour with my son at Amplify and get a face-to-face, firsthand experience with him on the job.”

Peggy Ballew
It all starts with the opportunity to feel trusted and valued as a member of the Amplify team. Our clients have a diversity of abilities that make our business successful.
“We were blessed to find Amplify since it is an organization with esteem building values and a safe environment where people with special needs can grow socially and develop strong work habits.”

Arthur and Betty Carlson
We embrace every personality and create a positive workspace. Company morale is the key to success, and our team of Case Managers and Supervisors are committed to making every client feel like a valued member of our team - because they are. Each client is pursuing a unique path to self-sufficiency. Amplify offers a fun and supportive environment to build life skills with individualized success plans. A job with Amplify is just the first step toward independence. Our clients feel appreciated for their work and hopeful about the future.
BECOME A CLIENT

If you are interested in becoming a client at Amplify, you will need:

- A formal diagnosis of a significant disability;
- Documentation/diagnosis paperwork;
- Complete a tour/assessment at Amplify.

To schedule your assessment, please contact Amplify at 817.293.9486.
Our workforce, made up of individuals with disabilities, is a paragon of confidence and diversity. No two clients are alike, and that’s what makes our company so unique. Most importantly, our clients are creating meaningful lives for themselves through their employment with us. Every Amplify service is accomplished directly by our clients, and we have built our business around their strong work ethic and determination to deliver excellent service.